The entity with the functor r, called "referent nucleus", is a description of the head noun.
Slots Attrl/Attr2 and RelcllRelcl2 are used, respectively, for storing possible attributes and relative clauses. Informally, discourse referents are often defined as "things the sender is talking about".
Referring means primarily pointing out objects and facts in the external world, but we have also to pay attention to those linguistic factors which enable identifying two or more phrases as co-referential. Obviously, two co-referential words or strings of words do not have to point out a physically existing thing: they may allude 1 133 to an event or an abstract concept. So discourse referents nmst be understood as cognitive entities existing in the mental world.
In the program for referent tracking discussed below, a distinction is drawn between nominal referents -alluding to objects: cats, unicorns etc. -roughly, to things which can be pointed out by non-linguistic means, in potential (unicorns may be pointed out on a picture or drawn) and "event referents" -referents of whole predications or predicative (verbal) NPs. "Event referents" correspond to situations;, actions or relations between objects.
This distinction is not unproblematic (there are obviously borderline cases), but it is useful for translation purposes, since definiteness may be triggered not only by an NP, but also by a predication as a whole. As will be shown below, the rules for discovering co-reference have to be formulated in different ways depending on which kind of referent (nominal referents or events) is involved. iii.han hall ett (ldngt) tal sore vat.tint he nmde a (long) speech that was fine
Referent tracking and generation
The unability versus ability of taking relative clauses is highly significant and can be taken as a criterion tbr referent establishment. According to RG (Sigurd 1989) , the head noun, the relative pronoun and the relativized (lacking) constituent in the subordinate (defective) clause are considered as alluding to the same referent.
The ungrammaticality of relative clauses other than sentence relatMzing ones can be explained by the fact that the "pseudo-object" lal lacks a referent of its own. The only accessible referent which can be common for the relative pronoun and the lacldng constituent in the relative clause is the referent of the whole predication -as in 
Summary
The model and procedures discussed above are attempts to utilize text semantic restrictions in machine translation. The current version of the program covers quite a large repertoire of different types of definiteness-triggers and handles generation of correct forms of "pseudoobjects" in phrases like "play the piano", "play footboll" etc. quite successfully. Nevertheless, there is a need for further study -among other problems, on the "life-span" of discourse referents and on cases where NPs traditionally (i.e. according to Karttunen 1976 ) treated as non-referential (e.g. predicatives) allow certain instances of definite anaphora (Frarud 1986 ).
The semantic representations of lexical entries require elaboration, and storing non-linguistic knowledge necessary for appropriate definiteness triggering is a problem. Currently, the program works quite efficiently when translating short text fragments, where the number of discourse referents is not too great.
